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Description:

Owl Sampler
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Lesley Teare Designs

Fun to cross stitch, here is a sampler with an owl for each month of the year, from January to December. See
photos of the stitched models below.

In September a Mum keeps her baby snuggled against her, to keep her warm. In November the owl watches leaves
fly in the wind, keeping warm with a cup in hand. And for December, it's a Christmas owl, of course!

The chart comes in two sets. You can cross stitch the full sampler, or you could stitch each little owl individually.
These will work great for Birthday cards as you can send one for the appropriate time of year.

Tip: you can personalize the color of the small frame with the dominant color of the month.
The chart includes a couple of fractional stitches and comes with an extensive Cross stitch Guide detailing all
stitches.

A cross stitch pattern by Lesley Teare Designs.
>> see all cross stitch patterns with Birds by Lesley Teare Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Owl Sampler

Chart size in stitches:
- Sampler: 150 x 238 (wide x high) - 11" x 17"
- individual owls and frame; 58 x 69 - 4 1/4" x 5"
Needlework fabric: 14ct Aida or 28ct Linen/Evenweave, white
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, French Knots, Three-quarter cross stitch
Chart: Color

Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 35

Themes: months of the year, owl family, spring owl, Christmas owl

>> see all patterns with Owls (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
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